Model Composition 1

The blazing sun shone relentlessly on Sandy as she trudged home. As she walked along the pavement, scanning her surroundings for interesting happenings, she suddenly heard some ruffling from a bush.

From the corner of her eyes, she thought she spotted a little face peeking out from the bush. Her heart skipped a beat as she moved towards the bush, not knowing what was hiding there.

A hand suddenly gripped Sandy’s right leg, startling her. Sandy heaved a sigh of relief when she saw a boy of about four years old looking wide-eyed at her as he sobbed, not daring to come out of his hiding place. Sandy calmed him down and offered to help him. Apparently, the boy got lost when his parents brought him to the playground. Sandy decided to bring the little boy to the nearest police station. To her surprise, the parents of the boy were there too! The boy jumped with joy when he saw his parents. The parents were filled with gratitude towards Sandy and thanked her profusely.

Sandy’s heart was filled with joy as she walked out of the police station and continued her journey home. It felt good doing a kind deed.

Model Composition 2

A gentle breeze blew as Joan and Augustine trudged home after class. “What a boring day!” Augustine moaned, “and a whole pile of homework!”

Joan attempted to cheer him up by suggesting getting some ice-cream to perk up their mood. Augustine gamely agreed, unable to resist the sweet temptations.

A sharp shriek stopped them in their tracks. Across the road was an old lady who had tripped over the pavement. Bags of fruits and canned food were splayed all over the ground. After making sure that the road was clear of oncoming traffic, both children hurried over.

“Are you alright? Did you hurt yourself?” Joan asked sympathetically while Augustine picked up the grocery. The old lady seemed traumatised and was
muttering under her breath. She appeared to be alright after Joan helped her up.

Gaining her composure, the old lady thanked the two children and asked if she could buy them something. Augustine blurted," Ice cream!" Joan shot him a stare for being greedy and assured the lady that they were alright on their own and told her to watch her steps in future. The two kind children then went on their way home, feeling satisfied even without their desserts.

Model Composition 3

I heaved a sigh of relief as I packed my bag to go home. I have been training for the upcoming school marathon for the past three hours and was exhausted. I could not wait to go home to take a shower and eat my favourite curry chicken!

I was just leaving my classroom when I heard a piercing scream. A boy was surrounded by a group of three boys in the next classroom. The boy, probably a Primary Two pupil, was crying and trembling with fear. The bullies shoved his shoulder a couple of times. I remembered seeing them during our school assembly when our school principal, Mr Peh, announced their misdeeds. I was infuriated and thought, “How could they do this to a little boy?”

Without hesitation, I ran to Mr Peh’s office. Fortunately Mr Peh was still working in his office. I brought him to the classroom just in time to stop the bullies from slapping the poor boy. The bullies were suspended from school immediately and their parents were informed.

Mr Peh commended me for my action. Well, I just happened to be there! As for the little boy, he thanked me for being his saviour!

Model Composition 4

It was so hot that the concrete pavement radiated heat. Marcus decided not to go home after school. He wanted to get an ice-cream at the shopping mall near his house and at the same time, take a look at the latest album at the CD shop.
After getting his ice-cream, he visited the CD shop. Marcus was just browsing through the English albums when he spotted the latest album by his favourite singer, Michael Jackson. Marcus had wanted his album badly but he did not have enough money to buy it. He gazed at the album intently. He wanted it at any cost. He grabbed it and hid it in his school bag swiftly.

Nevertheless, a girl witnessed his misdeed and immediately reported his dishonest behaviour. The store assistant stopped Marcus and searched his bag. People in the store stopped to stare at him. He felt so ashamed of himself. Since he was a first-time offender, the shop assistant decided not to report to the police but he warned him never to visit the CD shop again.

Marcus regretted his action and wished he had not resorted to stealing but saved his money to buy the CD instead.

Model Composition 5

The sky was an expanse of clear blue and fluffy white clouds waltzed across the sky. A gentle breeze blew from the window and caressed my cheeks. It was just a perfect weather for an afternoon siesta but I was here struggling to keep myself awake studying for the upcoming semestral assessment.

I was about to doze off when I heard some noise coming from my neighbour’s house. To my astonishment, when I peered out of the window, I saw two suspicious looking teenagers lurking outside my neighbour’s door sneakily. I was even more horrified when I saw them trying to pry open the door by force.

I knew they were trying to commit a robbery. I would have to stop them. Without hesitation, I called the police. I kept looking at my neighbour’s house anxiously, making sure that the robbers did not escape. Within minutes, two policemen arrived. They managed to apprehend the robbers who were just about to make off with the loot.

The policemen contacted my neighbour, Mr Wang. He rushed back immediately from his office and thanked me profusely for my courageous act. I was commended by the policemen too for being a responsible neighbour.
Model Composition 6

Sherry had only few friends in school. Many people thought that she was a loner so not many of her classmates actually took the effort to talk to her. Hardly anyone knew her real personality until one fateful day.

Sherry would walk home from school every afternoon. She never walked along with her classmates who lived near her house. Instead, she would follow close from behind, smiling sweetly occasionally when they turned around to see her.

All of a sudden, a medium-sized black dog appeared and barked ferociously at the girls. The girls were intimidated and paralysed with fear. There was no way to escape because the dog might chase after them. The dog kept barking and when it was about to charge at the girls, Sherry suddenly came forward and patted the dog’s head. After a few minutes of stroking, it became tame and even wagged its tail.

The girls were astounded by Sherry’s courageous act and thanked her profusely. Soon, words began to spread in school of how brave Sherry was. Her classmates began to take the effort to befriend her and got to know her better. Now, she no longer walks home alone but with her friends.

Model Composition 7

The classroom was as quiet as a church as Lily and her classmates concentrated on doing their Mathematics test. Lily had studied hard so she found it easy, and had finished answering all the questions. As she flipped the paper to check her work, she glanced at James, the boy who sat next to her. To her horror, Lily saw that James was copying her answers!

Lily glared at James, but he ignored her and continued cheating. Angrily, Lily covered her answers with her pencil case. Seeing that, James whispered to Lily to let him see her answers, but Lily pretended not to hear him. James then reached over and tried to snatch her pencil case away. Lily immediately raised her hand and told Mr Lim, the teacher, what James was doing.

Mr Lim was irate and sent James to the principal’s office. The principal called James’ parents, who had to come to the school to speak with the principal. James’
parents scolded him and the principal gave him detention for a week as punishment. Mr Lim praised Lily for doing the right thing in not letting James copy her answers.

**Model Composition 8**

Carrie was asking Belinda about a question from the Science test as they walked home from the library. Belinda was gesturing wildly in her attempt to help Carrie understand the answer. The two girls were so deep in discussion that they did not notice a cyclist speeding down the sidewalk towards them.

When the man had almost reached the girls, he realised that they did not know he was behind them, and were not getting out of the way. He panicked and starting ringing the bell on his bicycle frantically. The girls jumped up in fright and turned around only to see the man was about to crash into them!

Carrie immediately leapt to the side, pulling Belinda along with her. Fortunately, the cyclist missed both girls as he made a sharp right swerve in time. The bicycle had not hit anyone but the cyclist suffered abrasion from falling onto the ground. The girls were shaken but quickly offered to nurse the cyclist’s wound. He declined politely as he was not seriously injured. He warned the girls to be more aware of their surroundings as they may not be as lucky the next time.

**Model Composition 9**

Jasmine and her younger sister Lillian were going to catch the latest blockbuster movie on Saturday afternoon. They chatted happily while waiting for the bus. The bus arrived shortly and both girls got into a seat at the back of the bus.

From the corner of her eye, Jasmine spotted something dark under the seat in front of her. Curious, she bent down to take a look. There was a small black wallet under the seat. Jasmine picked it up and found a few hundred dollars inside the wallet! Lillian saw the wallet and asked her sister what they should do. Jasmine wanted to buy a new dress, and she knew that Lillian would like to have a new schoolbag. However, their mother had taught them that it was not right to keep things that did not belong to them. They decided to go to a nearby police station.

Jasmine told the police officer about the wallet she had found. The police officer took down her name and contact number, and praised the sisters for being
honest. Jasmine and Lillian went to the cinema to catch their movie, happy that they had done a good deed.

**Model Composition 10**

It was a typical afternoon at the Tampines MRT station, with many people standing around the platform waiting to board the train. Benjamin and his friends were on their way home from school and they were standing at their usual spot, waiting for the train.

Benjamin glanced at his watch and exclaimed, “It’s already three o’clock! I’m going to miss my favourite show! Where is the train?” He walked forward towards the tracks and stuck his head out to see if the train was arriving.

There was a loud rumbling sound as the train approached the station. Benjamin’s friends were chatting with each other and did not notice that Benjamin was standing right at the edge of the platform. Suddenly, Benjamin felt a sharp tug on his shirt. He moved back just in time to see the train zooming past him.

“Boy! Why are you standing past the yellow line?” the station staff asked him sternly. Breaking out into a cold sweat, Benjamin realised how close he had come to being hit by the train. He thanked the staff for saving his life, and promised to stand behind the yellow line on the MRT platform.

**Model Composition 11**

It seemed like ages since I last cycled. I stopped to have a sip of water, the blazing sun shining down mercilessly. I glanced at my watch. It was already 1 pm and my growling stomach served as a reminder that it was time to head home. I wonder what Mother had in store for lunch as I cycled back.

Pushing my bicycle toward the lift landing, a large black bag at the void deck caught my eye. Curiosity got the better of me and I decided to investigate. As I leaned forward, I got the shock of my life. The bag started moving! I quickly cycled to the neighbourhood police post and informed the officers on duty about the suspicious bag, thinking it might be an abandoned baby!

The police officers accompanied me back to the scene. I held my breath as...
one of the officers unzipped the bag. No one was prepared for what happened next. A huge dog pounced from the bag and onto the officer, licking his face profusely. As it turned out, a cruel owner had abandoned the dog. The officers arranged for the SPCA to bring the dog to a shelter.

**Model Composition 12**

Justin was eager to get home and try out the new computer game. It had taken him two months to save up enough pocket money to buy it. Justin could not stop smiling to himself as he stared at the packaging of the game, oblivious to his surroundings.

As he walked towards the lift landing of his block, he was startled by a sudden thunderous loud crash! Justin was appalled to see a flower pot had smashed to smithereens just a metre in front of him. What a close shave!

By this time, many passers-by had gathered around to see what had caused the loud noise. Many of them had turned their attention upstairs, scanning to see which inconsiderate individual was responsible for the killer litter.

Two police officers on patrol witnessed the entire incident. After checking to see if Justin was alright, they took the lift to the floor which the culprit was on. It turned out that a woman cleaning the windows had accidentally pushed the flower pot off the window ledge. The woman was fined by the officers and they explained the dangers of putting items on window ledges.

Justin was just utterly grateful to be unhurt.